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Key Processes in the Socialization -of rHtudent Teachers

The social processes involved in both the formation Ind main-

tenance of identity are deteindned by the social structure.

Conversely, the identities pr.oduced by the interplay of organism,

individual consciousness and social structure react upon the

given social structure, maintaining it, modifying it, or even

reshaping it...If one is mindful of this dialectic one can

avoid the misleading notion of "collective identities" without

having recourse to the uniqueness sub wcie aeternitatis of

individual existence. (Berger & Luchnenn 1966, pp. .173474)

The problem of teacher socialization is ons instance of the larger

sociological question of the relationships between individuals and in-

stitutions. Brim (1966, pp. 3-4) outlines two major interests in this

study of personality in relation to society:

One interest is in trm individuals adjust to society and hair

in spite of the influence of society on than they manage to

be creative and to transform the social order in Which they

have been born. The other is' the interest in how society

socializes the individualhcm it transforms the raw material

of biological man into a person suitable to perform the

activities of society.

Historically, the study of teacher socialization has fallen into

the latter of these traditions.' Following Brim's (1966, p. 5) advice

that "the inquiry at all tines is concerned with how society changes

the natural man, not hag man changes his society," most studies of the

socialization of teachers have fit within this functionalist node of

3
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inquiry and have emphasized accounts of hog the individual adjusts to

the constraints of social structure to the neglect a analyses of the

individu9.11s role in resisting and in transforping the social structure.

In this dominant functionalist visa of the socialization process, "Man

2

is portrayed as relatively passive entity. always giving way to social-

izing &roes; an empty vwsel to, be filled with the basic value orientatices

and custom of the society of which he will becalm a part" (Lacy 1977,

p. 13) . 2

On the other hand, there have been many recpnt attenpts (e.g., in

the area of occupational socialization) to iirticulate challenges to the

strong determinisn of the functionalist view by lie developrent of !yodels_

of the socialization process vhich go beyond mere assessments of the

individual fitting into the i(rtitution (e.g. , Oleksen & Whittaker 1968).

These "dialectical Models" of 'the socializgtion process focus. on the cal-

stant interplay betomen individuals 'and the institutions into which -

they. are socialized (Barger & Luchrnann 1966) . Acoording to this vial,

"while social structures are conpelling in the con6truction of identity,

the concept of socialization should define people As both repipiente

and creators of values" (Popkewitz 1976, p. 4) . The artivent.is made

that., while people are necessarily constrained by social structural

limitationd, they at the same time play' an active part in shiping their

identities, often acting in ways which 'contradict the dorainaat norms
I

and values which pervade t. social setting. "The institutions of oyr

. society ire characterized joy contradiction ais well as by simple reproduc-

tion" (Apple 1978, p. 2) . ir,ariation in perspectives is seen as a

necessary part of .the socialization process, apd, in facj.....t is the
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linking of these differential perspectives to specific organizational

contexts which beccres the focal point of :;41.uly.3

_ .

Given these tie majworientations tr, the study of socialization,

an attempt will be macb in the present wer to analyze the existing

literature on teacher socialization with a particular emphasis on social-

ization during the nost universally acclaimed segment of professicual

-preparation, the student teaching experience.. While acknwledging that

the sociaLization'of teachers is a career-long priioess,4 in fact, a pcocess

which has its origins even before the advent of formal training (Lortie

1975), it is felt that both the complexity of the process and the scarcity

of sf:udies on socialitation subsequent to formal training recessitate
0

a limited invesegation at this pCint in tine.

Therefore, an attempt will be made to examine the major explanations

for socialization during student teaching with a view toward articulating

a model of the socialization process which incorporates but at the sand

* tine goes beyond functionalist accounts.. This analysis will draw

on works from the larger area 'of occupational socialization and recent

analyses of student teacher soCialization.and will piesent a dialeatical

Vied of teacher socialization which Ms imPlications for teacher educators

and for future research. .;

Functionalist' Studies of Teacher Socialization

liortie (1973, p. 486) asserts thai "we, nw stand in the' desirable

position of having alternative explanations and emphases available" for

the soscislizatipn of teachers. Ile then presents four posit brie on the

key prociisses involzed in teacher socialization.5 They are:

t
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1) An emphasis on early childhood

p An emphasis on peer influence

4)

3) An emphasis on persons with erluative pow.r

4) An emphasis on mils as socializing agents

..:2n addition to the various influenoas outlined above, three other

key processes can be detected in the literature on teacher socialization:

5) An =Oasis on lateral roles and the socializing influence

of .nonprofessiotal agents

6) An eaphasis.on the eoology of the 'Classroaa

7) An eevhasis 'on the influence of a teacher subculture and

the bureaucratic sinacture of the schools

Studies related to each of these major Emphases will now be briefly

examined n an atteapt to assess the state of our knowledge about* the

4ength and nature of the influence of these various socializing forces.

J.U1 Dasis on Early Childhxd

There are two .major explanations given for the primacy ot early

life experiences in teacher socialization. First, Lortie (1966, 1975)

in arguing the poiltion that biography as opposed to formal training

is the key 'element in teacher socialization, statei, *Socialization

into teaching is largely self-eocializationl one's personal dispositions

4

are not only relevant, but, in fact; stand at the core of becoming a

teaOher" (Dottie 1975, .p. 79). According bo- this view, teaCher soCiaiiza-

tion occurs largely thiough the internalization of. teaching irodels

during the thousands.of hours spent as a student in close contact with

teachirs: It is the activation of this latent culture during formal

training and subsequent nembership in the professicn that is the major

influence in shaping one's conception of the teaching role arid role
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performance. . Lortie's argyment is partlY based on several studies ohere

teachers attested to the tangential nature .of their forma training and

frequently referred to the continuing influenoe of their eglarlier numtors.

Furthernore, the lack of Use of a technical langwe by these teachers

pointed to the concinuation of lay imagery into professional practice,

(lortie 1975) . This euphasis on an "apprenticeship 'of observation" is

5

also given a. praninent place in the analyses of Maddox (1968), Fuller

and Wan (1975), and Pruitt and Lee (1978) 'and reoeives scene suiport fran

a study conducted by Petty and ibgbein (1980) .

Another variant of the early life emphasis is put forth by Wright

and Tuska (1968). who argue within a Aeuclian frammork that choice of

the profession and sapsequent teaching behavior is largely an expression

of psychodynamic processes initlated in childhood.. Consequently, teaching

is seen as the acting out of early fantasies. In both of $410S&VieWs

formal training is seen as a "low ppact. enterprise" thich plays little
part in altering earlier ideas about teaching.6 In fact, Lortie (1975,

p. 80) even questions the use of the term socialization to describe

entry into the teaohing role.

The =Notations of the term socialization SCIall screighat

asks./ when applied to this kind of induction, since. they
e

Igply greater receptivity to a pre-cud-sting culture than

. seems to preVail. %where are largely self-made, the inter-

nalization of =won kncwledge plz ;a Only a limited part in

their moment to work responsibility.

In sumary, this position 9affinns that the prospective teacher is

not a tabUla rasa awaiting iffscription and locates the. major 'socializing

influences at a Point prior to the advent of formal training experience.

4.



An on the Influence e Perms with Evaluative litAter

Edgar and ilarnon (1969) presenta theoretical model of teacher

socialisation visida stresses the ihternalization of value; held by

..sanctioning caleagues. According to this view, indentation is a

6

* *Power process* in which the neophyte gravitates' toWard the views held
4

by those with evaluative power over his/ber performance. Evidence is then

presented baser' on thin trodelthich denonstratei the process with regard0r
to the attitudeiT bf -beginning-teadiere- toward various dimensions- of teacher

role autbnceiv. ile th° s study focused on beginning teachers as opiosed

to teachers-in-training, it provides a tiseoretical rationale Tdk the

major thrusg./in invest-Watts:es of 'student teacher socialization:, studies

of the socialising influence of the 'cooperating teacher:

As Friebus (1977) correctly points out, cost studies of student

t achiir. socialization have attenpted to assess t.te incept .of the cooperating

teacher as a ocia1izing agInt. lie attributes this .to the fact that

the cOoperating teacher is the person in.closest conteco with the stt-ident

teaCher and the one wto has the primary responsibility foi the student

teacher's 4ctivities. The literature in teacher education is filled.

with assertions as to t.).:e kw ;Dation of the .cooperating teachex in

the socialimatisin of student teachers (e.g., Stratmasyer & Lindsay 1958)

A000rdingly, there is a plethora of literatUre stihich fopuiles on the

clogres ot -change in student teadiers'- attitudes and behaviors in

, relation to those of dials ocormating teachers!. For example,

there are several studies which demonstrate that studient teachers see

their cooperating teachers as their most significant socializing agents

(e.g., Ramos & Jack() 1977) °and' others whiCh.dmionstrate that the
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attitudes and beaviors of, student teachers shift toward those of their

cooperating teachers by thi end of the "experience (e.g., Scott & Brinkley

1960 ; Price 1961; Iarthaccom 1963; lee 1969; Roberts .6 Blapkenthip*1970;

,Seperson & Joyce 1973; Sevin 1974). Further:rare, there is same evidence

that the influence of the; cooperating teacher carries over into the

beginning-- years of teaching (1'...Aulay 460) . Thesestiadies typically

conclude that because of the high deire of influe. nce exerted by cooperating

teachers,_ training institutions should place a priority on the traininq

of these key agents to support influenoes desired by the:university

training program.. This author could find only one study, Boschee et al.
V.

(1978), which failed to Alude that the cooperating teacher is a najor

influence in student tw cher. socialization. However; because of a serioin'

methocblogical flaw which' is glialt to be asfeociated with this itudy, it

is concluded that little weight can be given to its 'findings.7

It shluld be poiated out at this time that, while on the surface

the potency of the cooperting,teacher's 'influence seems apparent, in

each cf the studies cited above the shifting of student teacher attitudes

0 and tehaviors toward those of their cooperating teachers.was a(general

phencnenon. In &oh 'instance there were sate student fteiciiers who did. a

ncit fit into th.e daninant pattern. This.;oint will be explored iirther
9 in a liter section of the paper.

The other person. with formal evaluative plwer owr the student teicher

is the college _Supervisor: Here; oontrary to.the findings Which doonstrate

\ the strong influenee of cooperating teathers,, there is little mnpirioal

fl

evidence that the college supervisot eierta any subatantial inf1uencw3 in

the socialization of student teatipars. Most studies,have concluded that
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the college ouPervieor has little irrpactkn oceparison with the ompeting ..

influence of thei'cooteratirg-teacherle.g.,--Iiorrifi 1974; -Zevin 1974; Bowan 191b).

However, two recent studies haVe detected speciiic if soneglat lted

influences rhich sepervisors ao exert. Friebus (1977) conaudes tkiat

supervieors.pUty. a sigoificant role in "coaChing" ihe.stUdent &ache"

(i.e., providing ideas about what to do in a particular lesson or situation) .

Also, tabachnick et al. (in Age) found that Opervisors played a legitimating'

role with regard to student teacht;rs' development of utiiitaria'n per-

spectives on teaching, through a focus on-procedural rather than substantivg

issues in supervisory conferences and seminars. By focusing upork how thima

are to bi done in 'classroans, to the exclu.sion'of considering ,the'university
.1,

originated discussions which tended to enoourage acquiescence 'and coax:pity to

existing schtwa roUtines.
9

In any case the evidence with regard to the influence of college

supervisors is mininal in conparison to that con6erriing the 000peratim

teacher's influence. wibgethetP, studies of the influenoe of cooperating

teachers and college supervisors are supported by the theoretical framework-

of Ediar 'and Warren (19§9) and place little or no erphasis on a prospective

teacher's predispositions and intentions. Th major sources oflocialiaing

influence are located within the formal training process.
.

Ae Peer Influence

Consistent, with Becker et el.'s (1961) oonclusions concerning the

strong influence of a peer subculture in the process of occupational'
.

socialization, a few sbidies have attempted tC assess whether such an

influence exiets iii the case of atudent teaching.(2 A1tho4 there have

been relatively few inquiries into this area, studies have demonstrated

*that other student teacheri do play a sornewhat *liraited role in provid.tng

emotional,suppbrt for their peers (Friebus 1977; Kam* & jack° 977) -

.
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:and.in eCting es indicators of ai student's progress toward mastery of

the teaching role (lannacione & Button 1964; .Friebus 1977). Generally,
:

these studies conclude that the peer subculture is not very important

because of a ladt of opfortmities for siugientbaachers to interact in

wire thari limited ays..

82., is on ializi .

lertie (1975) argue that the peichic retards of teaching amala'

largelY frau one's.; pupils rather than from those with formal evaluative

poher over one's performance. Consequently, i. would seaa that wpile

have a greab deal of potentiza for shaping the behavior of the teacher.

This position is consistr4nt with bidirectional models of childhood social-
.;

iration Bronfenbrenner 1973) ani has been frequently detronstrated

in et:tidies -of 'CLassrOarit-intelzactions (e.g., Yee 1968; -Brophy"&:-.0!loe-1970----
,

Fied/er 1975). This .autlmr could only find one study which atteapted to assess.

the role Of mils as socializing agents during* th, student teaching eiperiew4e.

Friebas .,1977) .foiind that children played an JR:arta:a role ilk" the

legittion of a student teacher's professio nal. identitrale in pro&

viding the student teacher with a sense of success or fdilure. These

findings led Friebtua (1977, p: 266)' to oonclucie tHat "the.pupils are .

not passive entities to be manipulated by the student teacherS, but

ratkAr they play ari active role in the movement of trainees into the

role of teacher.", Although there is a.'scarcity of studies wliich _have

investigated this influenoe.with regard to student teachers, Haller's

(1966) study of the role of pupils in shapirq the sociolinguistic patterns

- of beginnin; teacherls deserves mention. In this/ study it is. tOnvincingly



demonstrated that pupils eltert a powerful influence throu7h a Skinnerian

process of operant conditioning:on the, Complexity Of a teacher's language

use in adult-adult interactions outside 'of the classroan setting. .

Primary teachere were Saup.d to utilize mare ccmplex nodes of speech

nuch less frequently than 'secondary teachers, and the longer -tine that

the priwary teachers had spent in the classroan, the less likely they

care pa use mare canplex wodes of speech. Beller concluded that a teacher'

actions are to sane extent shaped by repeated interactdpni with children.

'lb date, no one has tested Haller's ideas with reference to student

teachers. This whole area of the reciprocal nature of the teacher-

student relationship as it relates to teacher socialization of fes a

great deal9f potential for futuri research.

An El:basis on lateral Roles_ and the influence of Nonprofessional Agents

Olsen and Whittaker (1968) define lateral roles as those roles in

width a trainee is involved that are not dire(Aly a part of the formal

socialization process. (e.g., husband, father) . They then show evidonce

in the case of nursing students that lateral roles directly influence

*the formal socializatic;n process largely through the- creatiOn of confliCts

in tine and interests. As vas the. case "in studies of pupils as socializing

agents, there is a scarcity of studits which have addressed the impact

of nonprofessional agents assOciated with the lateral roles of student

teachers. lever, there are tsq0studies which have demonstrated that

friends, spouses, dating partnere, and relatives exert a limited influence

in the socialization of the prospective teacher. Rams and Jacko (1977)

danonstrated that friends, parents, and spouses were influential in

1 2



providing penonal and erotioral support to student teachers. However,

Friebus (1977) conaltxled that spouses and dating partners exert primarily

a negative influence on socialization by often making demands on trainees

which conflict with fommal training obligations. The issue of lateral

roles and their impact on the professional socialization of teachers

remains largely unexplored at present.

Eco of the Classroom

Iltnsterznacher (1980) arves that the,institutional characteristics of

schooling are the most pcwerful determinants of a teacher's intentions and

actions. yaportant-amons these characteristics is the ecoloyical environment

of 'the classrtAnt and its intact on the socialization of student teachers.

Doyle and Ponder (1975, p. 183) define the ecological system r)f the classroon

11

s, "that network of interconnected prodesses and events which impinges upon

behavi4 in the teaching environment." According to this view, learning to

teicli'involves "learning the texture of the classroom and the set of behaviors

congruent with, the environnental demnis.of that setting" (Doyle 1977, p. 51) .

eItte claim ie made that these environmental dernis abrablkth iiinit n the

range of teacher classroom behaviors ard that those behaviors congruent with

the ecology of the classroom are more likely to persiet thafi those that are

inoongruent with the .classroan independent of attempts to train prospective

teachers in the use of specific skills (e.g., through microteaching) and

regardless pf the specific =del provided by the cocperating teacher (Copeland

1980)4:
.

Several researchers have dcconented the structural tharactaristics of

classroom eat inpinge upon the vxrk of the teacher. In addition to Jackson's

(1968). now classic v;ork, Life in Classmate Dreeben (1973) , Sharp and Green
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(1575), Doyle (1977) and Dale (1977) all diScuss the material conditioneof

the classitan and haw they 14mit teachers' actions; For example, Doyle

(1980, p. 195) outlines five distinctive features of classroom! that to some

-1"
extent Shape the work cl the teachell multidimensionality, simultaneity,

Immediacy, unpredictdbility and history. In the 1577 study on which this-

. 4 .

work was based Doyle studied 58 student teac.hers over a 3-year period and
. .

'attempted to delineate the specific teaching.strategies that%helped these.

student teachers cope with the complexity posed by classroom environmental

denands.
,.

One of.the most significant aspects of this iagaly growing area of

research is that it has begun to challenge same previouslptaken-ior-granted

notions of hag student teachers are socialized. As was pointed out above,

there is awaLlth of evidence indicating that student teachers oftanxmove

closer and closer to She attitudes and behaviors of their cooperating teachers

by the end of the student teaching experience. The itst commOn expaanation

for this process is that the cooperating teacher is the primary cause of this

convergence. However, Copeland (1980, p. 197) argues that "the relationships

that have been detected between cooperating teachers and student teachers

may be the result of shaping forces exerted on both by the ecological systan

of the classroan."

While not denying the influence of cooperating teachers on student

teachers, Copeland (1980) argues that this .influenceJs nediated by a varieW

of forces that are rot under the direct control of either the cooperating
igv .

teadher or student teacher (e.g., aptitudes and past experiences of the pupils).

Copeland's arguments are supported by the results of a 1978 study in which he

conducted a test of this "ecological hypothesis" versus the view that the

modeling behavior of the cooperating teacher is the most significant influence

ii
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on student teachers. The criterion variable was the student teadher's con-

tinued use of a specific skill (asking probing questions) that was taught

.ihrough-microteaching. The results of this study clearly show that the class-
_

room ecological system had a signifioant effect Oh the student teachers'

continued use of the target skill. "Student teachers who taught in a clasarcan

ecological systamacculstoned to the use of the target skill were morelikely

to utilize the target skill than were those.students who taught in a system

inidlich the skill was inoongruant",(0apeland 1978, p. 98). On the oer

hand, the =del' provided by the cooperating teacher had little or no effect ,

on students' continued use of the skill during student teaching:

While studies that examine the impact of classroan ecologioal systems

on student teachers are few in nurdaer (Doyle's 1977 study is another good

ample of.this linea,investigation), the results whdch do exist,raime

serious questions concdrnim widely held notions of the nature of cooperating

teacher-student teacher relationships. Howevere'while these studies more

accurately reflect the oarplexity of stiident teacher socialization,,they

still fail to account for the role of the student teacher in shaping the

ecological enviranment of the classroom. %tile these studies do acknowledge

the role of tile cooperating teacher in Shaping the ecological conditimis
4

of the'classroom, they still view the student teacher as a passive rale

perforier responding toeenvironnental demands. %bile there is no denying

'that the perspectives of student teachers are shaped by the ecology of

the classroop, there is a great deal of evidence to be discussed shortly

that suggests that this shaping is more partial or,incamplete than the

ecologica&tudies wOu..1.d lead one to believe.
S.
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An EMOBIAS on the Influence of a Teacher Subculture and the Bureaucratic

Structure of Schools

Closely xelated to the studies elphasizing the influence of perms

with evaluative mar and those on the ecology of the classroom are a series

of studies concerned with the social4ation of student teachkrs toma-rd the

dominant beliefs and practioes characteristically associated with the bureau-

cracy of the schools and a teacher subculture thwein. Consisteit with

Becker's (1964) assertion that people will tend to take on the characteristics

required by the situations in tthitit Ithey participate (situational adjustment),

these studies typically minimize the importance of a neophyte's predispositions

(latent culture) in relation to the influence of normative behaviors

in school settings. Several of these studies center around the Work of

Wayne Hoy and his colicept cf moil control ideology. iby and Rees (1977)

define the concept of pupil control ideology along a custodia1-humMistio

dinension: iA cUstodial pupil control ideology stresses the maintenance'

of or&r, listrustof students, and a punitive moralistic approach bo

pupil oontrol. A*nanistic ideology enchasizes an accepting trustful

view of pupl.ls and an optimisn concerning their ability to. be self-
.

disciplining and responsible:*

Based on an 'assunption that Eitudent teachers generally find them-.
selves confronted 'with a relatively custodial pupil control orientation

-on the part of experienced teachers, Hoy predicted in several studies

that student teachers would be socialized toward a more custodial o:ientation
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by the end of the experience. Acoordingy, Hoy (1967, 1968, 1969)

tion by the end of the experience. Accordingly, !by (1967, 1960, 1969)

and Hoy and Rees (1977) did find thai the pupil control ideologies of

student teachers were.generally nore custodial after student teaching

than before. Iby and Rees (1977) also found that student teachers ber.ame

significantly core bureaucratic in their view. (e.g., note confonnirq

and impersonal) by the end.ci7the student teaching experience. Consequently,

Hoy and Rees (1977, p. 25) concluded that ' the forces of iureaucratic j.

socialization seen -strong and efficient."

Although the results frcet these studies mkt-clear and highly con-

sistent, one should be careful in generalizing these findings to all
. . .

student teaching situations. 'Aso points will be made regarding_the

limitations of these studies. First, Helsel 'and Krehniak (1977) , in a

study which exand.ned the profesiional and bureaucratic role conceptions

of education students and experienoed teachers, found, contrary to their

predictions that experienced teachers were less bureaucratically oriented

than the education sthdents. This would seau to cast sane doubt, on the

assumption that' education students are always confronted with pressures
,

to 'matte toward nore custodial and bureaucratic norms. 'In fact, in each

of the studies 'cited abOVe, there were sate students'Wha did not fit

into the daninant patterq. The covalent tcmard custcdial and bureaucratic
4.

perspectives was a general 01811013110r1 and .the process of socialization

was somewhat inamplete. Whether in fact this was a function of different

latent cultures activated during the training experience and/or a resuit

of specific organizational factors is an interesting point for investigation.
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Sebondly, the et:lilies on mil control ideology were limited to

investigations of the respondents' evressed attitudes.1 No atteapt was

made to assess whethlar trainee Ideologies carried over into classroom

actions anti in what contexts. Keddiels (1971) findings regarding the

differences bebaaen the educatiOnist and teicher contexts .together with

=Joh evidence on the' occurrenoe, of "ixpression managenent" during occupational

' 4 socialization, to be discuss& later., cast cbubt on the asmzaption that
a.

there is cceplete cam-over. In fact, My (1967, p. 264) -states that

"contaaporary social system pressures as well, as interpersonal processes-

probably irktervene to reduce the congmence."8 Mills (1963) has defined

this commence between beliefs and actions as one of the central prcbleas

of_ the_social scienCes. The eammination of pupil control. ideolociee

in
relation .to claSsioom actions is a problem warrantim furtier,reesarch.

Several researchers have utilized Van Gennep's (1960) concept of

"riteek of passage" to describe the movement of studea teachers into \

the telching role (Iannaocor. & But;.on 1964; Willower 1969; Salzillo

& Van Fleet 1977; Polansky & Nelson 1980) . A000rding to this view, the student

taachr, after a process of separation frau the student role and a period of

transiticn, is eventually irioorporated into a teacher subculture. This position

is highly consistent.with Hoy's assertions regarding bureaucratic socialize-
.

tion. In both oases, the errichasis is on the situational adjustment of

the neophyte to the beliefs and-practices supportive, of organizational

norm. lickfearei, while this position on "rites 94'passage" -into teaching

has been cogeattly argued on A th3oretical level, there is- sare eapiricai

evidence tthich .casts dc;nibt on thp usefulriess of thilmetephor for describing

t teacher socialization. SPecificallY, While lannaccone and Button (1964)
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were able to apply the notion of "rites of passage" within,the boundaries

of student teaching, they were unable- to conclude that the student isachimi

experience as a yhole.functions as a transitional period leading into a

simble teacher subculture. The lack of a discrepancy in attitudes

'between student teachers and experinced teach4rs on 'several measures

and the movenent ofb student teachers allay from the dominant attitudes.

expressed by experienced teachers or others led them to conclude _that

"we are inclined to abandon the theory that student teaciing function's

inttiate nrizers into a teacher subculture" (LinnaCcone & Button
.

1964, o. 28) . The term teacher subculture inplies a hcaogeneity of

perspectives which does not sean to exist.

In conclusion, while acknooledging that there is nuch Empirical

support in addita to that cited above foi t.he assertion that student

teaders geierally, and to a limited 'degree, take on the perspectives

of their more experienced colleagues (e.g., Horowitz 1960; Coulter &

Taft 1973) it cannot Joe concluded that all student teachers rove in

more bureaucratic directions. While it ney be partially true that "a

larxhark in one's assimilation into the proiession is when 'he decides

that oay teachers are inportant" (Waller 1932, p. 389) it is.also true

that schools are places for coveting ideologies (Anderson 1974) and

that there are more than a few teachers who do not fit into the bureau-

cratic nold (Grace 1978) . The processes of teacher sccialization are

characterized by differentiaticin as vell as by hcrogeneity.9

A Synthesis of the Functionalist View of Teacher Socialization

Lortie (1973, p. 488) correctly concludes that the process of teacher .

socialization is "undoubtedly a canpl process not readily captured by

1 ;)

0
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a simple, one-factor frame of refetence." Me studies cited above clearly

indicate that there are a variety of forces oontributikw to induction --,

into the teachini Foie-

. Vitale the emerging trend umard viewin3 teacher spocialization as a

emiltifaceted process has been a definite iftprovaseni over the previous

emphasis on single-factor 'solutions, the emphailis is still on the student

teacher as a relatively passive entity,adjuiting to'Outside forces. The
.4

issue of internalization is not problematic. In the case of studies

emphasizing biographical facrs the student teacher is a sieve to the

past, while in studies emphasizing axial, structural elements, hWshe

is a slave to, the present. in neither case is the trainee seen as an

active foroe contributing to his/her awn socialization.

The following section will delineate acme of the specific limitations

a seen in the functionalist position. Then, an alternative tend mare dialectical

of teacher socializttionA which reduces the pervading emphasis on

c.situational determinism found in the literieture, will be presented.

The functionalist perspective has contributed lkich to our, upderstanding

of the process of teacher socialization, but it has failed to account

for the variations in teaching perspecUyed which axe an inevitable

result of the mows. As Apple (1979) points out, any theory of social-
. .

ization must be able to account for the rejection of norms. The veri

existenc e. of a norm implies and even crattes the possibility of its
4

violatioi. "(Durkheim 1938) .10



A Criti of the ninctionalist Pers tive on Teacher Socia 11. on

Wrong (1961), in a widely cited critique of the then daninant

functionalist orientation in sociological literaiure, characterized an

erphasis on situational adjustment with a corresponding neglect of

individual autonomy as an "Gver-socialized conoept of man." The Emphasis

on the plasticity 'of the individual which served as the target for

Wrong's (1961) polenic is clearly represented in the studies on teacher

socialization cited above. There is Noah evidence Erithin the literature

of occupational socialization which supports Wrorq's position and which

casts doubt upon the adequateness of a fUnctionalist perspective on

teacher. socialization. For exanple, Olesen and Whittaker (1969, pp. 6-7)

describe a position of "soft determinism" which is beaxning nore and

wore prevalent in sthdies of occupational socialization.

Students in professional. socializatibn are subordinate to their

144

teacheis in the, role arrangercents of the professional school.

The faculty roles, after all, are those in which the institution

and the profession invest the authority and responsibility

to pace, order and sanction the progress of the aspirants to .

the profpsion. It is, however, possible to grant this aspect

of the organizational arrangements and at the same tine to

recognize that young people who 'take the student role, unlike

the sutmissive zarbies of our caricature, do in fact shape

the role and take an active part in their own aduqation.

There is much evidence from studies of socialization into the

medical professions and limited ^evidence fran recentstudies on student

teacher socialization which supports this view. First, consistent with
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Goffman's (1.v59) theories concerning1the, prevalence of "htpression manage-

ment" in social interactions within orgaeizational settings, several

stmlies have found that neophytes actively control the imageb4that

faculty have of their perforsrenoa. Beginning with Becker ét al. rs

(1961) description of the "academic persPective" characteristic of

doctore,-inixeining, the evidence is Clear that students seek cues

as io the kinds of peptormances which will bei_yalued by fac4ty, and then

active ly engage in the desired behaviors even when they are kiot part

_

of an internal belief system (Davis 1968; Ole:sem & T4iittaker 1968; Bucher

& Stelling 1977)..... Posow (1965) has characterized this situation of

. behavioral conformity without suppOrti;ty value ommitment as "chaueleonism"

and, argues that it is the modal cond&tion in adult socialization. The

follaging (pots from BUcher and Stelling (1977, p. 109).111mM:rates this

process with regard to the interactions of psychiatric residents and

their clinical supervisors duiing case conferences. "The most =non

tactic was that the resident psyched out what .the supervisor wantatito
.

hear and presented his material accordingly. The resident did not expect

to gain anything positive from these encounters, but simply to please

the supervisor sufficiently to minimize friction."

Becker et al. (1961, p. 296) atgue that the existence of this
4

acadimic perspective is. an inevitable part of the process of professional

sOcialization.

Insofar as faculty umbers have sane influence on the fate

of student:s beyond the fact that'velat a stuient learns' in school

may affect hisa life in saw;wayi insofar as the:faculty con

hurt stadenth by -giving them low grades or bad recanuendations,

0.
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we May expect that studentl will respond by attempting first

of All to impress the faculty with what thei have learned.

Teachers carionly complain about this, but they should realize

that it is probably an inevitable, though unintended, azn-

sequence of the power they wield over studentethrough the

use of exhaminations and grades.

There is also saw evidence that "fronting" between Eopervisors
\

and students is an integral tart of the student teaching experience

and that student teachers, bo sate extent, 'define the situations in

their supervisory interactions (Shipman 1967; SOrenson 1967; Gibson 1976;

lacey 1977; Tabachnidc et al., in press) . Ebr exarple, Lacey (1977, p. '93)

presents an emanple of what he considers a =mon strategy employed by

student teachers lhen faced with the. often,conflictin; demands of cower-

ating teachers and colleje supervisors:

The teacher-tutor (cooperating teacha.) was, of necessity,

vore in favor of audiovisual rethods than the D-tutor (college

supervisor) . This sizply meant that in practical terms one

used those aspects of tte nethod in class which produced

the best 'response and dismissed the impossibility of the

entire mcercise with the E-tutor.

The very fact that neoptiytes mime in this process of presentinj

a favorable image to superordinates is evidencx: that the socialization

process is not totally =plate. Students, while necessa:rily constrained

by social structural forces, actively shape 'their existential situation,

thus -expressing sane control over the direction of socialization efforts.

The behavioral conformity'which is evident in studies of a functionalist

persuasion ray often by only a veneer (Shipman 1967) .
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Mother segment of evidence poiniing toroard theydialectical nature

of thei mace. ss of ocri iipation;;1, socialisation is the finding that the

modeling of Ir"tors is not a global prociss, but instead is sortwahat

selActive.. While much of the literature on the socializing influence
_

of =operating teachers implies that neophytes indiscriminately and un-
A.

*t.n gage VI ihe practices trodeled by tfieir cooperating teachers,1.

SI

-there are some inidicationslboth in studies of student teaching (Copeland

1978) and in studies of medical socialization (Bucher a Stelling 1977)

that athdeling is partial and highly :elective. Stude7nts to sum *tent

contribute to the fornation of iheir map profezsiVonal identities.

Trainees selected particular characteristics or traits which

they admired and sought to sivlate. They selected specific

ttitudes from a =Ober of different individuals _rather than

dloose someone as a global model. 'Jibe triainees 'were clearly

being highly selective in the traits they sought to ovulate;

Other characteristicsi of available models.were ignored, con.;

sidered irrelevant, ar-epraluated negatively (Bucher & Stellirg .

t
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1977, pp, 151-152).

Becatise of the formal sanctioning powers that =operating -teachers

and other superordinates wield over student teachers, it mew seem that

evaluations and criticism Iran these agents would increase pressures

toward modeling and play a large part in legitimating the aspirant's

claim to the,professional role. iimever, there are data Ighich indicate

that trainees place a great deal of enphasis on their aim self-evaluations,

often discounting criticisms *Lich are oortitzary aelf-assersents.

low example, Priem _il977) found that student 'i6eachers frequently

g.
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referred tc themselves as a najor source of legitimation. Wale the

parfornances of student teacters are oortinvously being evaluated,

.-.;tude\nts at the aNne tins are also evaluating their evaluators. These

student, assessments as to the nature and source of ciiticiem Often bave

consequences for the %tray students resrond and play a crucial role in

the forriatic;ri. of their professional identities.

Accordirq to Bucher and Stelling (1977) as trainees gain mastery

over profebsional tasks, dependency on external souiCes of validatiun

decrease,and self-validation becctries increidingly -s4ient. *Although

frcei others were clearly iscortant to traineer, there were no

cues sore inportant, more frevently ment4oned, than itose the trainees

derived fromlOoking at themselves" (Buchei* iteningt: 1977, p. 166) .

Me tacitness of, tolch of the knooledge base in teaching (Dienonti 1977)

would sew to =tribute additional pressures tcward the selective

.receptijefrof 'formal criticism and to increase the significance of ;elf-

validation in student teaching. The inplication of the erastence of

seif-validation in occupational socillization is that trainees are able

to insulate themselves from discrepant feerkacic and thereby vaintain

ewe Ogres of control over the socialization process.

Clociely related to the existence of ineression.managerrent, selectiye

rwde13.ng and self-legitination in professioral socialization is a strategy. ,

'referred WI by Olesen and thittaker (1968) as "studentship.," In employing

thisverspective, students actively control the level and direction of

their efforts to leer, often encjaging in activities which contradict

what tie farJulty may wish el= to learn. Etor emizple, during the clinical

years describea in ys ineite, 'radical students directed their efforts
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tcuard those actiskties which they thought would provide the& with the'

mast "tied repertoire of experience and the most responsibility /or

independmt action.. Frequently, this punt avoiding or de-euphasizing.

those activities whit:he although required and valued by faculty, v.taere

not seen as consistent with the students' guiding criteria of experience

and responsibility (e.g.; laboratory reports) The use ot study tim

kw students for concentrating only on those iteins which they thought.

would be tested also conflicted with faculty desired (Becker etatl.

There are also data in the case of student teaching which point

toward an emphasis4ty trainees on, those activities which students and

not necessarily faculty see as contributing to professional gmth.

For example, the finding that student teachers told* develop utilitarian

perspectives on teaching and focus largely on, what.will work o solve

7 the.lamiediate problem at band rather than considering the possible

ethical and long-range consequences of classroom actiOns.is evidence

that this perspective i active duringi the student bathing experienoe

Qannaccone 1963; Hooper & Jo,hnston 19731 Popkewitz 1977; Tabachnick

1980; Tabachnick..et al.,. in press) . %bile the lack of OppOrtunities for

. student teachers to interaCt With each other pmbabily minimizes the

collective 'attire' ot tIe student response, there are probably. instances

Characteristic of a more collective.response (e.g., leveling of effort)

which exist in student teaching. lt would sew that theie nore collective

aspects. of 'studentship" 3ii iost likely be operative in contexts

where titudent teachers do have opportunities to interatt (e.g., =Vas

seainanii .
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So far, ncist of the evidenice which has been presented for the

reciproda1 nature of the process of teacher socialization has focused

on -undercurrents which may not be apparent on the surface. There nay

still be behavioral oonformity even with the enploynent of "impression

management," selective modelire, self-validation.;2and "studentship."

However, there are also cases of active and visible resistance during

teacher socializationi i.e., overt behaviors whichAun contrary to

elminant and accepted patterns. Ebr exomple, in each of the previously

mentioned 'studies concerning the socializing influence of persons with

evaluative power and the bureaucratic structure of the sc.hool, there

were instances where students did not conform to the daninant. patterns.

In every study the statistical analyses examined general trends and

ignored the significance of individual cases. Price's (1961, p. 474)

convents with regard OD his findings are illustrative of the equivocal

nature of these studies:

This study has shown that a considerable Change occurred in

student teachers' attitudes during the student teaching semester

and that there was a tendency for their attitudes tp change

in the direction of the attitudes held by their respective .

supervising teachers. On the other hand, a close inspection

of the attitude scores showed that the findings were not

entirely true,cnan individual basis.

Study after study.= student teadhing oonducted frau a functionalist

perspective has indicated,that incongruent influences operate in minimizim

the statistical correlations representing dominant trends (e.g., Yee 1969).

HOwever, because the.studies have largely ignored discrepint csses, a
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function of their methods of statistical analysis, we have very little

information about this process of variation. There is definitely a need

for studies whichdescribe the contexts in idhich student teachers became

"deviant" and the visible manifestations and conseueres of this deviance.

However, there are some exceptions to this lack of tention to the

differential nature of student teacher responses. LaCey (1977) describes

several examples of student teaches.: penetrationsdnto social structural

limitations. Dor example; in one extreme instance, student teachers

removed a university tutor frau a formal power position in a campus

seminar and elected their om leader. %tile concrete descriptions of

the deviant behaviors of student teachers are rare, those examples

which do exist inlicate that some slmdent teachers overtly resist pressures

11
to behave in desired ways.

The final point to be made with regard to the limitations of a

functionalist perspective on teacher socialization concerns the frequent

assumption of the existence of a uniform teacher'subculture into which

students are socialized. As was pointed out earlier, there is some

empirical evidenoe that such a honweneous situation does not exist

(Iannaccone & Button 1964). %tile certain ideologies and practices

may clearly be (imminent, schools are also plaees for the confrontation

of oampeting ideologies. While Lortie (1975) failed to find examples

of "countez-identifit. so" several other studies do indicate that there

are those neophytes who came into teaching interested in changing the'

systen rather than being changed by :C. and that many of these "radidals"

often persist (Anierson 1974; Lacey 1977; Grace 1978). A consensus view

of the school and of the nature of the teacher's role is clearly inadequate
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to describe the conflictful nature of the profession and the ,charges

'which have taken place in schooling. As Anderson (1974, pp. 10-11)

points out, "There is not an unambiguous image of the teacher with

which the recruit can identify. Schooling is presently the subject of

a good deal of public dissatisfaction and radical alternatives are WM

being widely discussed." 12

What this means for the stady of teacher socialization is that

there are constant choices facing a teacher,7-training*. Teacher social-

izatron is row seen as involving a oonsult interplay between choice

and oinstraint and the actions of sbxlent teachers are necessarily

purposeful. The flexibility of the institution is a negessary element

in any conception of tsacher socialization. Situational adjusbnent

is Only part of the process. Contrary to knuch of tie evidence, teachers-

in-training are not passive entities totally subject to the vicissitudes

Of the institution and its representatives. cithile studies from a

functionalist perspective have oontributed nuch to our understanding of

the process of teacher wcializaiion, they present only a partial analysis

in that they fail to account for both the overt and oovert instances

of resistance described in the present,section. There is a need to

eXtend the already miltifaceted iunctionalist nodel to account fo; the

autonczny of the individual. As lacey (19771 p. 48) points out, "too such

enchasia has been given to the obvious fact that change occurs, and too

little attention paid to the partial and inomplete nature of the thangki

A Dialectical Vieg of- Teacher Socialization

There have been several attempt" to.develop modeis of occupational

socialiaition which are sensitive to the contint....-4 ...nterplay beiween

individuals Ind institutions. These frameworks have been developed

both in relation to medical soCialization (Suctl'er & Stelling 1977) and

27
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teacher socialization (Lacey 1977) . In the present paper ,. part of a crassifi-A/
cation systen developed by Lacey (1977) _with recylrd to the socialization of

stuident teachers will be enplayed to add an additional dimension to the

dominant functionalist perspective.

First, Lacey (1977) develops the concept of social strategy, a

coordinated set of action-idea system, to account for the purposeful

and differentiated responses of student teachers to social structural

*and biographical limitations. According to this vied, student teachers

can potentially engage in three broad categories of responses when faced

with the problem of the student teaching experience. They are: (1)

strategic conpliance, (2) internalized adjustment, and (3) strategiq

redefinition. ---

Strategic oxapliance and internalized adjustment are both substmea

under Becker Is (1964) notion of situational adjustment. In -the case of

strategic ccepliance, the individual oubiardly complies with the demands

of the situatioi but retains private reservations about doing so. This

strategy is similar to the "chaneleonism" described by item (1965) and

is closely 1 with the examples of impression management and frontring

cited earlier. 1iis is primarily a utilitarian response to situational

pressures and is potentially a source of instability in the organization.

On the other han, with the employment of internaiized adjustment, the

individual compl es with the constraints of the situation end believes

them to ie for tlte best. While in both cases there is behavioral con;-

formity, -it is orily in the case of internalized adjustment that there
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is an underliire valid ccumitment. Conformity on wars and behavior

may vary quit4.4ndependently.

29 .

Lacey (1977) then develops the term strategic redefinition to describe

the overt instartes, of deviance which were alluded to earlier. Strategic

redefinition exists when the student teaclier is actively engaged in trying

to change the range of acceptable behaviors within an instithtion. It
is this category of respOnse which trOst adds the active and creat.r.ve' -

ingredient to the model of teacher socialization. Mile LaceY (1977)

seems to resea7e this term for only-those attempts at redefinition

that are ful, it is felt here' that it would be more useful to

broaden the definition of strategic redefinition to include both those

attempts which are successful and those which are not. In this way

the model cad nrya account for all instances of overt deviance. Obviously,

one cannot determine which of the too types of strategic redefinition

has, occurred until the_ process has been ampleted. Purtharnore, each of

the t ;) varieties of strategic redefinition may lead to different out-

=Ms. For example,- if an imdividual fails in a. change attenpt, he/she

may choose to leave the organization or to enrage in one of the strategies

of situatii.inal adjustamt. On the other hand, if the atteupt is suocess-

.ful, the behavior would now fall, within the rage ofzitacceptable responses

Each of the three varieties of social strategy is only interpretable

in the context of specific situations. Acoordiruly, there is no need

within the institution.

for consistency in a student teacher's responses across situations. The.

student teacher" may engage in different strategies depending upon his/

her asseqsnent of the constraints surrounding a situation at a particular

3i
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point in time. The important point about the use of the notion of 'social

t, Strategy is that the individual mfa has sate degree of choice in his/her

relationship to the social situation. He/she ncro has the freedan- to

manipulate the situation while at the save tine being constrained by it.

This procesi of choice in the evloyment of a sobial stratsgy is .

nude possible through an internal dialogue, a process which has beeri

elOquently described by Olesen and Mittaker (1968) and which is supported

in p3rt by the basic postulates of srbolic interactionist-theory (BlAber

30

1969) and ethriamethodology (Cicourel 1973) . According to these 'views, the

individual empties in 'a continual process of interpretation of events ard

in the construction of neanings about those events. He/ahe then selects

an activity partially based on these interpretations and =anima.

With the addition of lacey's (1977) tennirology to the functionalist

perspective we row have a more dialectical nodel of teachix socialization.

The multidimensional term of social strategy is substitutad for situational

adjustment and _the possibility exists for investigating the role of the

student teacher in resisting and redirecting formal socialization efforts.

%bile there is presently a scarcity of empirical' data on the %oar in which

student teachers influence their agents of socialization Arid the structural.

context f)f their work settings, this does not mean that such relationships

do not eicist. More stildies need to be conducted which examine the bidirectional

nature of influence. ibsenfeld's (1969) study concerning the influence of

student teacheri on their ccoperating teachers is a 'notable exception to

this lack of evidence.

Another segment of the dialectical model which viarrants =went is

the relationship bebasen biography and social. strategy. In the pre-

sentation of his frammork, racey (1977, p. 70) recognizes the inportance

1
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of this linkage. "It is impurtant to tie the concept of latent culture

in with the concept of socipl strategy. latent culture provides thea

basis for but also limits 'of strategies airailable to an

individual. in any given si tion."

31

b The works of lortlie (1975) and Wright and 'Awake (1968) and Coulter

(1980) have convincingly demonstrated that biographical factors do play an

important role in the choice of social strategies. Additionally, lacey (1977)

shoos how a student teacher's choice of an acadenic major influenoes

his/her subsegtent choice of social strategies during the student teaching

semester. The chaos of a strategy is certainly not mile frtzn an' unlimited
d

range of Possibilities. liov-/evert the individual actor, while Constrained

by both biographical and situationalproperties, still plays an active

role in his/her cm professional developnent. Studies which ire able

to link the choice of particular social strategies in specific contexts

to the influence of biograpOical factors would provide an important

source of information on teacher socialization.

As Wrong (1975, pp. 66-67) points out:

a cross-sectional, situational view of interaction, important

though it is, retains thsufficient. We need also a longitudinal,

biographical perspeCtive to account for motivational constants

that cannot be understood by even the most subtle scrutinY of
a

the interaction situaticn alone.

Mile it is felt that the model presented here adds an important

dimension to the analysis of taacher socialization, it is not intended

as aicatplete portrayal of the process. lbr the most part, this model

lends itself to studies of the microsystems of teacher socialization.

As Bronfenbrenner (1976) correctly points Out, any study of ecological,

envirorsnents wet irr..lude several layers of analysis. Bronfenbre.nner

(1976, top. 7-8)., drawing on the work of Brim (1975)-, outlines four

4.
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different levels of analysis Which iiiSte -Ultimately included in any

couplets description of social influence. They are:

(1) the inicro-systiman iniediate setting in vitich occupants

engage in particular ioles for particular periods of tint:.

(e.g., the classrom)

(2). 'th.e.......m.rnescr,tau--.the interrelationships among the major
$

set-tires -in which an occupant engages in a role (e.g., the

school' and the university)

(3) the ento-mrstent-the fonal and infoznal concrete social

structures which twinge upon or encapass the meso-syste,

. (e.g., State Departnentsrof Educatlion)

(4) the iscromstenr-the overarchin; institutions.of a culture

of whicb\micro-, mew-, and exo-..systare are the concrete
L.

manifestatiOns (e.g., the economy) .

Teacher socialization is mat certainly influemed by forces outside

of the imediate enviroments of school and university classroom. Ebr

exanple, Waller (1932) Geer (1968), and Lortie (1975) have clea;ly

denonstrated bad the structure of the profession (e.g., methods of selection,

reard strucbires, sttus of the teacher in the caminity) influence the

. _socialization of. teachers. Stile a few .atteupts have been macla to con-

struct multitiered rodels of occupational socialization (e.g., Sucher

Stellitg,,1977) none of these yodels has Compassed all of the levels

mentioned by Bzonfenbrenner (1976) . Altimugh the exiension of the

dialectical model of teacheir socialization to include intersystem relation-

ships is beyond the scope of the present paper, an adevate description

of teacher socialization nisi Ultimately include attention to these factors.
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There an clearly reasons %thy certain ideologies are cbminant and even

becocce reified in social settings. Jim and why reality comes to be

constitaited in particular ways is an iffportant and to date neglected

area for investigations of teacher socialization and requires that one's

analysis extend beyond the level of microsystan's.13

lications of a D eial ti.v.e. on Teacher Socialization..

r Teacher Educators

The construction of a broader and a nore dialectioal yodel of

teacher socialiration has many inplications for teacher educators and

for future research efforts. A few of these will be discussed in the

present paper. First, once one acknr.....mclges that student teaChers are

actively engaged- in controlling their professional 'eocialization, even

if only to a limited degree (i.e.,- that resistance to institutir+nal demands

is a by-product of socialization efforts), the inplicit assumption in many

teacher education.Programs that student teaching and exposure to planned

activities in general will lead 03 desired outcomes lecares peoblematic. As

Tabachnick et. al. .(in ;ifs) point out with regard io itudent

There is no justification :for the pave notion that praaiicak

school Dexperience must be useful in Introducing students to

a wide range of teaching abilities. Nor can it be taken-for-
. granted that the time spent in classrooms will illuminate

relationships for students ibetween'what teachers do and the

purposes and consequences of teaching.. Proposals vitich "solve"

problems a teacher education by scheduling wore student tine

in claseroora; 'rest upon the apparently untenable assumption

that more time spent in that* way will autaratically =Ice

better teachers. .

-

7
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Student- teachim is neither all beneficial in its effects, as the

abundant testimonials and the increased eaphasis on field experiences

muld lead us to believe; nor is it merely a process of adaPting neg

pereonnel Into old patterns, 'as many critics would have us .I&e,lieve.

Instead, student, teaching and other planned experiences in tea;Cher educe-
..

'tion.inevitably.entail casplicated.sets of both- positive and negative

conseguenCes full the staneccint of the'inatitution.14 As Becker et al.

-1(1961) point oilt, students do mot simply beacrae Out the socializing

institution wishes than to booze. Merely .expOsim toelopiwtes to a

.
series of well-planned and logically consistent activities raw often

:result in itudents engaging either overtly or covertly .in undesirable

strategies. .The. moult atchasis on the application of systems renege-

ment theories to the planning of teacher education programs (e.g.,
Q

Boom 1971) is an inadecpate aeons for insuring that trainees will

develcp- desired dmracteristics. On the other hand, the kinds of formative

approaches to bliuming tescher-education-enerienceor-set forth by Cats 'et

al. (1975) and Dow (1979) recognize the reciprocal nature of the teacher

socialization process ani are able to account for the trainee's role .in shaping

his/her aom pcofessional identity.T. .

Secondly, supported by studies on the influence of the ccoperating

teacher, there is a widespread tendency in teacher education today to

advocate the increased training of ocop,ting teachers in the use of

sophistioated technologies for the clinicarlionlysis of teaching (e.g.,

Copeland & Doyen 1975). however, once one accepts the reciprocal..nature

of the socialization process, it beccnes doubtful whether the use of

these new' technologies without corresponding changes \in the structures

36
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of roles and formal power relationships will change any yore' than the

surface structure of supervisory relationships. Although cooperating

teachers may gain possession of riore conplex skills' in the analysis

of teaching and in camunication, they still will be faced with the

countemosing pressures of a 'student culture and with individuals who

are..able to insulate thenselves from undesirable criticism. Even with

formal pcnors largely invested in the roles of cooperating teacher and

college supervisor, it is still the student teacher who largely controls

the activities Of supervision. It would seen that a desirable goal for

teacher educators mould be to minimize the amount of ritualized behavior

that occurs in supervisory relationships sct that significant and lasting

change bmcnes more of a possibility.", It is very difficult to imagine

helping a trainee through.the obstacles of professional socialization

if the necphyte does not share his/her inner world with the supervisors

for fear of retribution. Fbrmal payer relationships which presently

exist in student teaching seen to minimize the chances for thin authenticity

in supervisory. encounteri (Tabachnick et al., in press) . Proposals which

enphasize the inprovenes!t of the interpersonal aspects of the supervieory

procets While also adliocatirig changes in oonc.vete power relationships

5, toward wore oollaboration seen to offer mach hope in this direction'

(e.g. , Blimberg 1974) .

Another practical inplication of a dialectical vie: of teacher socialize-

tion is in terms of what teacher educators can do to sensitize teachers-

in-training to the wirer= choice points which are available during

the process of formal training. Tabachnidc et al. (in press) conclude

that the actions of student teachers are frevently constrained by internal
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frtors rot existing in the concrete social structure. Far example,

itudents often justified rather mechanical classroom actions by citing

rules and regulations which in fact did rot exist. This finding is

consistent with Katz's (1974) assertion that mani trainees* tend to aocept

the practices thei,,observe as the upper and outer limits of gat. is

possible in 4assraom *ciractice (excessive realism) . Teacher educators

sshould maximize Vie oiportunities for removing such falie Jarriers arid

for creating what Katz" (1974,- p. 59) Falls "a balanbe of realism with ,

adequate openness to the rarge. of what is possible." In striving to

achieve this balance, teacher educabors should aceurately portray lie

'conflictful nature of the profession so that students can cloose social

strategies based op the widest possible range of information. %tile

-attempts by student teachers to redefine situations may often fail, at

the very least students should be ware that there are competing definitions

available. Failure to reoognize the mntradictions in schobling only
-

serves to perpetuate the statui quo. "Teachers who are ill-equi;Nped

educationally and.professionally to deal with value alternatives may

ultimately react by making a firm stand responte with .n0 room for'Idialogue"

1Grace 1971, p. 117) .

lications for Further Research on Teacher Socialization

It has berixne evident fzua a dialectical perspective on teacher social-

ization that many jof the _significant aspects of a teaCher' s socialization

are embedded in the continual hub= interactions within ihe process itself.

AS Olesen ardt4hittaker (1968, no. 296-297) concluded after iheir study

of socialization into the nursing profession,

4
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It was not in the high council of curricultan planners, nor

in the skill of the nest sophisticated and'understarv3ing

instructor, nor in the late night creaming for exans that
.

professional socializatIon occurred. Embedded in the fre-

quently banal, sccrettnes drmxiy, often uninteresting world

of everyday living, professional socialization was of the

convoriplace

This means that, in order for research on teacher socialization

o illuminate the heart of the process, it mist be able to' capture to

extent the existential reality of beomning a teacher. Research

igns which focus exclusive* on teacher socialization through pre-

ined categories are too inflexible to reveal eine aspects of the

=ass which merge once the reseenth has ;begun and are bound to be

incarplete. The nettods of paiticipant obsezvation (e.g., Bogdan 1972)

sees especially appropriate for capturing both.the inner and outer worlds

of a tearlyw-in-training, especially in coibination with the more tra-

ditional scientific nethodologies.

There is presently a need for many and varied studies of teacher

socialization along the lines cif sane of the mbre dialectical analyses

of induction into the nedical professio.ns. Especially wieful would be

those stuties t4hich follow the neophyte from the inoeption of formal

training into the.irealin of professional practice. 1113 date, fee such

longitudinal analyses have been carried out with regard to teaching.'

The task for researchers on teacher socialization is akin to the one

outlinet by Davis (1969, p. 251) for investigations of occupational

socialization in general:

a

37



- It remains to- follow the lead of Hughes and to generate models

of professional socialization that are far more faithful to-

this picture of thinkirg, feeliñ, ever-responding and cal-
, .

culating.human actors groping their way through 'the ambiguities

posed by the confluence of their lived pasts and imagined futures;

-44

models, in other words, 'which in their sociological, richness

and azaplexity transcend the denim* ore available today

that of neutral receptive vessels into wilco lumledgeabie,

experi umbers of a profession pour apprioved skills, attitudes,

and values.

It is hoped that the pzesent paper has played acne part in ezn-.7

tributing towara the develomeni of such models of .tomicher soci4ization.

There is -a great deal of exciting vaork which =mins to be done.

-v
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Fbotnotes

lAs Weitzel (1973) points out, this historical arphasis on a unidirec:-

tional nodal of socialization is also true with regard to the literature

in childhood Doc. Nacently, several researchers (e.g., Bell 1968;

Bronfenlorenner 1973) have challenged this conception of the socialization

process and have presented bidirectional models which acknowledge and attenpt

to explain the child's influence in socializing his/her significant others.

2Iet it be clear at the onset that the intent of this analysis is not

to set up a "stray person" argument against structural-functionalist views

\ of socialization and to reject out of hand the =emus contributions that

Sikudies corducted within this perspective have clearly made to our under-

Of the processes of teacher socialization.; On the czetrary, the

intent of this paper' (especially the latter portion) is merely to attenpt

to show he need for the correction of an lzrbalance which has existed in

the studies\of teacher socialization. The position is taken here that both

the structural-functionalist and "conflict" -models of society are needed for

an adequate understanding pf the cmplexities of -teacher socialization.

It is the dominance of. the structural-functionalist vim; and the corresponding

neglect of "counter zaodels" that is at issue.

3See Popkegitz (1976) for a detailed discussion of this point.

4Lortie (1959) argues that the most significant influenoes in professional

socialintion take plade after graduation fraa a professional school and

tthere role performer= b undertaken' in a psychologically meaningful context.

5Because lortie moraines teacher socialization as a careerrlong proBess

and the present paper focuses primarily on student teaching, glare is some

discrepancy in the placing of socializing awnts into' specific categories.

Fbr example, while Iortie assesses che influence of other teachers under the
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. category of peer influerce, the present paper pxts classroom teachers into -

the category of perscms with evaluative power.

The studies that a* ieviewed in this section vrere selected after a

ccaprdrensive review of published voorks.on teicher socialization and include

studies conduct* in the-United Ststes aril the,UnAsid Kinexiom. Then, .t1iCee

studies b;sarirg directly on the socialization of stu&nt teachers vare

selected for inclusion in this revievr. In a few cases, studies that,were

rot directly concerned with

uhen it vas felt that their

of student teaching. Also,

stulent teachers (e.g.! !ialler 1966) were include!'

results had Important implications for the study

onsemeral occasibns the review vas eikendled
V

to include unpublished v.crw- on student teacher socializatice in areas ighere
0

the pUblislied li:-.erature was scant.

6Stepliens' (1967)- assertions witk regard to pttanecus tendencies.'"

are also consistent with tiis emphasis on bicgraphical factois.

7Boschee et al. (1978) base all of their findings on"a multiple-choice

instment developed by Jersen (1972) to measum different educational

philosophi4. At so ! point, neither in the oiiginal presentation of the

instrtment nor in its application by Boschr et al. (1978) is there any

informatian presented about attempts to establish reliability ard validity

for the instxument. Armrdingly,e..thore is no reason to believe that the

instrument measures in fact what its users claim it ireasu;es. It should

also be pointed out that all of the studies listed bereupertaining to ea'
influenia.of the 000peratirg teacber,with the exception of lannacoone 41963)9'

are based exclusively upon self-réport data gathered through interviews and

questionnaires. there have been yery fay cieervational studies on Jibe nature

of cooperating teacher-student teacher relationships.

%brims% et al. (1957, p. 287) define socialization as "the processesi

by %hid" pepple.eeltectively acquire the values and attitudes, /the, interest&
. s.:

5 0°.?,
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and skills--in short tts culture current inAhe groups of which they are or

seek to bacons a 'tether." The profession of teaching is internally dif-
f

ferentiated by the kelectivity of the acquisition proo..ess, a fact.whicho

al , recognized by Merton et al. (1957) , has been underpl.ayed or even

by many studies on tescher socialization.
9
Sharp and Green (1975) and Grace .(l978) also deronstrate that a direct

correspondence cannot be assuned bebeen teaching ideologies which exist at

a fairly high level of abstraction and teaching perspectives (i.e., ccordinated

sets of action idea systems) that guide classrocen practice in specific sittations...,

ttkle (1977) argues that the reason for.tliis contradiction is that the source

of tsachers' responses lies in the nsterial conditions of their work (e.g.,

teacher plpil ratio) rather than in the theoretioal.ly based propositions. As

Etzsterrtscher (1980) points out, a teacher's intentions 9.n-use" is rot

necessarily synonomous with; their intentions "in-storage.",

14Ihis is not to claim that proponents Of structural-functionalist views

of lecialization are unaware of Durkheim's assertion: In fact, Parsons

(1962; p. 79), in a resronsit to a critique sof the "oversocislized" iiew of

socialization in structural-functiczalist theory, clearly states "of course

human behavior is not determined by society a's against the individual."

There is no intent\here to inpute to structhral-functiotal theorists generaliza-**.

tions to which 'few of them would actually subscribe.. As Caries (1976, P. 38)

correctly states, "this view is as silly and clamorous as anything that

functional sociology has ever produced." The point is merely that studies

of Wader socialization conducted within thie general Perspective place

too great a reliance on a generalized view of hurens as confonaist creatures

and imlicitly negate the role of .the individual in shaping the direction

of socialization processes. As Mug (1975, p. 62) points out, "by presupposing

0
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implicitly a conformist psychology, we fail to give equal weightto universal

soaves .and mechanism resiting confotmity." Furthermore, a Eisenstait
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'and Mare larv (1976) point Out, thiov enchasis on hums as -"thoroughly sociali;ed-
,6

role Lamers" vias rot true of early strtztural-functionalist works like

Parscm's The Structure ok Social Action. It is only in the later works of

structural-functionalists and partilularly in stuiies of teacher sixializaticn

.' that the view of the socialization pifooess has beam too one-sided.

1lEarnes and Ellner (1977) and Dow (1979) also provide exanyies.of overt

resistance by student teachers to the institutional requirements of a teacher

education program.

'I2:Phe rotion of a uniform teacher subculture into which teacher educaticn

students are socialized is analogous to the tendency wjthin structural-

functional theory to imply that social system are held together by consensus

on prevailing values and inctitational arrangements. This emphasis on

value consensus within social system and the corresponding neglect of con-

flict anci coercion has been extensively and effectively critired by many

conflict theorists (e.g., Dahrendorf, 1958; Rex, 1961) . Mete arguments

of conflict theorista are equally applicabie to the, notion of teacher sub:-

culture which assumes value consensus that in fact does rot exist. Pbr a

surmary of the argunents of the' conflict theorists, see Eisenstadt and

Curelarv (1976) .
13See Zeichner (1978) for an ahalysis of the contradictory results in

stulies related to the Atudent teaching experience.

14one important area of research that has attempted to link the microlevel

and natcrolevel in:the study of teacher socialization can be classified under

the rubric of the sociólogy of knowleige ancli`is ocncertied with ideological

biases implicit in the selection and distribution of knwledge for teachers.

.These studies (e.4., Eloa4en, 1972p Pale, 1977; Popkewitz, 1979; Giroux, 1980)

a/
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argue in part that the knowledge distributed to teachers-and the "professional"

language of teacher eduoation serve to turn the attention of individuals

away,fnin the contradictions in the existing social order and to inhibit

reform. See Green (1978) for a diucussicm of the processes of "mystificatidn"

and the education of teachers and Rieman (1976) for a general-discussion

o: the role of language as a mechanism of social control. Popkewitz et al.

(1979) discuss the "conservative" rcle played by research in teacher education

that fails bonake these existing categories and actions within teacher

education problematic.


